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Abstract10

The spare capacity of metro systems during non-peak hours can be utilized to transport11

parcels or freights, i.e., metro-integrated logistics systems (MILS). Existing studies re-12

garding MILS mainly focused on operational level issues, e.g., parcel distribution prob-13

lem and service scheduling problem. Little has been done to understand the strategic14

interactions between metro and logistics operators in the context of MILS and the re-15

sulting system-wide impacts. This study conducts a game theoretical analysis of MILS,16

where a metro company and a logistics company may work either independently or17

jointly (non-cooperative or cooperative games). In particular, the logistic company de-18

cides the number of parcels assigned to MILS, and the metro company controls the price19

of the MILS service. We examine the decisions of the metro company and the logistics20

company under different market power regimes, and quantify the system performance.21

Numerical studies are conducted to illustrate the analytical observations and provide22

further understanding. Our results show that introducing MILS has the potential to23

generate Pareto-improving outcomes for the metro company and the logistics company.

Keywords: Metro system, Parcel transportation, MILS, Cooperative game,24

Non-cooperative game25

1. Introduction26

In the era of E-commerce, there is a huge and continuously growing demand for par-27

cel services in many large cities, which contributes to traffic congestion, fuel consump-28

tion, and emissions. ‘Urban co-modality’ has been proposed in this context to make29

use of existing urban passenger transportation systems to also carry freights/parcels.30

Urban co-modality advocates the shared use of public transportation systems, such31

as buses, metros, trams, and light rails, between passengers and freights/parcels. It32
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is built upon the consideration that parcels may be transported by the under-utilized33

mass transit system during off-peak hours, where passenger flows typically can drop34

by more than 60% (compared to peak hours). The applications of co-modality are still35

evolving and different terminologies have been used, such as metro-integrated logistics36

systems or MILS (Liu et al., 2008; Kikuta et al., 2012), light rail freight (Arvidsson,37

2010), integrated urban logistics service with bus transportation (Pimentel & Alvelos,38

2018), and freight-on-tram systems (Pietrzak & Pietrzak, 2021).39

Although co-modal systems are viable from the technological perspective, previous40

practices (e.g., CityCargo project in Amsterdam, Netherlands in 2007) indicate that41

financial challenges are the primary factors that hinder the realization of urban co-42

modality (Marinov et al., 2013). De Langhe et al. (2014) pointed out that the positive43

marketing is the key to the success of urban co-modality. To the best of our knowl-44

edge, existing studies mainly focused on addressing the tactical level and operational45

level problems of urban co-modality, including the location selection of distribution46

hubs (Zhao et al., 2018), transformation of transit vehicles and transit stations (Kelly47

& Marinov, 2017), dispatching and routing problems (Masson et al., 2017; Mourad et al.,48

2021), service scheduling problems (Behiri et al., 2018), and passenger-freight matching49

problems (Fatnassi et al., 2015). There is no analytically tractable model to generate50

strategic level understanding in relation to the interactions between operators in urban51

co-modality systems, the optimal operation decisions, and the economic feasibility of52

urban co-modality under different strategic alliances and market structures.153

This paper develops a tractable approach in order to provide insights into the com-54

plex interactions and optimal operation decisions of a metro-integrated logistics system55

(MILS). As a first step, we consider the MILS with one metro operator and one logis-56

tics service provider (referred to as metro company and logistics company, respectively).57

We model the strategic interactions between the two companies, where the metro com-58

pany decides its pricing strategy for the MILS service (carrying freights/parcels) and59

the logistics company determines the numbers of parcels assigned to the MILS service60

and the conventional truck service (i.e., the freight/parcel modal-split decision). We61

consider that the metro company and the logistics company may work either indepen-62

dently or jointly and examine their optimal operation decisions under different market63

power regimes. In particular, we consider both the cooperative and non-cooperative64

markets, i.e., Nash bargaining model or Nash arbitration scheme in Nash (1950a), Nash65

equilibrium, and Stackelberg model. Regarding the Stackelberg model, we consider two66

scenarios where either the metro company or the logistics company leads (and the other67

1Urban co-modal systems involve complex interactions among multi-operators and multi-type mixed
flows. The mixed passenger and freight service in air transportation has been examined by many
studies, which mainly focus on operations strategies of an airline or the competition among airlines
(see e.g., Zhang & Zhang 2002; Zhang et al. 2004; Wong et al. 2009). For the co-modality in the city
context (or urban co-modality), there is currently no analytically tractable model in the literature
to uncover cross-modal interactions among multiple passenger and logistics service operators and the
optimal operation decisions of service operators.
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follows), i.e., Metro-company-Stackelberg or Logistics-company-Stackelberg model, re-68

spectively.69

The studied MILS problem is particularly relevant to existing studies on the modal-70

split and pricing problem in freight transportation.2 The coexistence of truck/road71

transportation and MILS indeed resembles a dual-channel distribution problem, where72

there exist one direct channel (i.e., truck/road transportation) and one indirect chan-73

nel (i.e., truck-metro intermodal transportation or MILS). The direct/indirect channel74

selection problems have been examined in the literature of supply chain management,75

which mainly focused on competitions between channels, such as competitions between76

supplier and retailer(s) (Chiang et al., 2003; Cai, 2010) and competitions between direct77

and intermodal freight forwarders (Tamannaei et al., 2021). However, existing dual-78

channel problems often do not involve an indirect channel or mode based on passenger79

transit systems that accommodate both passenger and freight flows, where there can be80

both direct and indirect cross-type demand/flow interactions. For instance, in terms of81

direct interaction, passengers might be less likely to use the metro services if the metro82

also carries freights (e.g., due to negative perceptions of the mixed flows); and in terms83

of indirect interaction, the metro company and the logistics company may change their84

operation/pricing decisions (under different market regimes) that affect passenger and85

freight flow patterns and system performance. The current study extends the literature86

by considering the interactions between parcel/freight flow and passenger flow in the87

context of MILS with a dual-channel structure.88

The main contributions of this paper are twofold. Firstly, this study formulates89

a novel modal-split and pricing problem in the context of urban co-modality with90

two modes: the conventional road/truck transportation and the truck-metro trans-91

portation (MILS), where both direct and indirect cross-type flow interactions between92

passengers and freights are considered. Secondly, in the context of co-modality, this93

study formulates tractable models to characterize the strategic interactions between a94

metro company and a logistics company under different market power regimes (non-95

cooperative and cooperative) and generate strategic level understanding in relation to96

business models and operation/pricing of co-modal systems.97

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem98

and the model setting. Section 3 discusses the non-cooperative and cooperative game99

models for the MILS. Section 4 conducts numerical studies. Section 5 concludes the100

paper.101

2Many studies developed mathematical models to characterize mode choice or modal split behav-
ior for various transportation or logistics sectors, such as business coalition between freight opera-
tors (Saeed, 2013), competition between high-speed rail and air transportation (Yang & Zhang, 2012;
Tsunoda, 2018), and cold chain shipping (Zhang et al., 2020).
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2. Model formulation102

This section begins with highlighting a few features of MILS (or similar transit-based103

co-modality applications) that this study aims to capture in the model formulation.104

Firstly, MILS involves an intermodal mode (i.e., truck plus metro), and thus the105

operating cost of transporting parcels involves two modes. The truck mode is used106

for connections between service point(s) and the metro (transit) stations (Dampier &107

Marinov, 2015; Zhao et al., 2018), where the operating cost (of connection trips) is108

borne by the logistics company. The metro (transit) line is used to complete a part of109

the trip for parcels, where the metro company has to bear the operating cost due to110

carrying parcels on the metro (Arvidsson & Browne, 2013).111

Secondly, while the metro company has to bear the operating cost due to carrying112

parcels on the metro, it also charges the logistics company service fares. The pricing113

of MILS service is a critical decision that yields system-wide impacts on the metro114

company, the logistics company, and the co-modality system (Hu et al., 2020). This115

indeed motivates the current study to examine the metro company’s pricing decision116

under different market power regimes.117

Thirdly, the introduction of MILS will result in mixed flow transit vehicles (i.e.,118

passengers and parcels may have to share the same vehicle). This might cause di-119

rect negative impacts on passenger demand due to negative perceptions of the mixed120

flow (Cochrane et al., 2017). Such direct impact of parcels on the passenger demand121

will be explicitly considered.122

With the above in mind, we are now ready to introduce the basic setting of the123

problem and the model formulation. In the following, we first describe the modal-124

split and pricing problem in the context of MILS with the consideration of the direct125

interaction between parcels and passengers. Then, the analytical conditions of Pareto-126

improving MILS (where both the metro company and logistics company are incentivized127

to adopt MILS) are derived. Table 1 summarizes the main notations in this paper.128

Those not included in Table 1 are specified in the text.129

2.1. Problem setting130

Consider a generalized intra-city parcel transportation problem as shown in Fig. 1.131

Parcels are collected from senders and then prepared to be transported from a nearby132

service point (i.e., “origin service point”, denoted as OSP in Fig. 1) to another service133

point near to the final destination of the parcel (i.e., “destination service point”, de-134

noted as DSP in Fig. 1). Recipients can collect their parcels at the destination service135

point. In the context of urban MILS, courier stores, post offices, parcel locker terminals136

or convenience stores might be used as OSP and/or DSP. There is a travel corridor137

connecting OSP and DSP which consists of a road and a parallel metro line (or under-138

ground transit line). The total number of parcels to be transported is N > 0, which is139

given. When the metro-integrated logistics system (MILS) is introduced, the logistics140

company will split the N parcels into two groups: those transported by MILS and those141

transported by conventional road transportation, i.e., the modal-split for parcels. Let142
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Table 1
Notational glossary

Symbol Definition
Ca Cost of conventional road transportation
Ct Cost of connection trips
gL Fixed operating cost of the logistics company
gM Fixed operating cost of the metro company
K MILS-related operating cost of the metro company
m Unit price of the MILS service
m̃ Upper bound of unit price of MILS service
N Total number of collected parcels
na Number of parcels transported by conventional road transportation
nb Number of parcels transported by MILS
p Price per parcel unit
Q Metro passenger demand
τ Metro fare
vb Capacity of MILS
w Social benefit for transporting one passenger
zM Net benefit of the metro company
πL Profit of the logistics company

ni, i = a, b, denote the number of parcels transported by mode i, where ‘a’ denotes143

conventional road transportation and ‘b’ denotes MILS, then N = na+nb. The number144

of parcels transported by MILS should be no greater than the available capacity for145

parcels in the metro system over the MILS operation duration. Let vb denote the MILS146

capacity, and we should have nb ≤ min{vb, N}.147

For the nb parcels assigned to MILS, as shown in Fig. 1, the logistics company has to148

make connection trips between OSP and the departure metro station, and between the149

destination metro station and DSP. The connection between parcel senders and OSP,150

and the connection between DSP and the parcel recipients are not the focus of this151

study, and thus not considered. Readers interested in first-mile pickup and last-mile152

delivery problems in the context of the urban logistics network may refer to, e.g., Ghilas153

et al. (2016), Cattaruzza et al. (2017) and Masson et al. (2017).154

Fig. 1. The stylized bi-modal network
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As the first step to examine the strategic interactions within MILS, for simplicity,155

we consider that the metro fare for passengers and metro service frequency are given,156

which are identical to those before introducing MILS. The MILS operation is during the157

hours with under-utilized metro capacity that can be potentially used for transporting158

parcels. Furthermore, a market with only one metro company and one logistics company159

(sometimes referred to as players later on) is considered.160

Let zM denote the net benefit received by the metro company; and let πL denote161

the profit received by the logistics company. ‘M’ and ‘L’ stand for the metro company162

and the logistics company, respectively. The net benefit of the metro company can be163

expressed as:164

zM = mnb + τQ(nb) + wQ(nb)−K(nb)− gM (1)

On the right-hand side of Eq. (1), the first term mnb is the total parcel transportation165

fare collected from the logistics company, where m is the unit price of the MILS ser-166

vice set by the metro company (AU$/unit). The second term τQ(nb) represents total167

fare collected from metro passengers, where τ is the metro fare and Q(nb) is the total168

passenger demand as a decreasing function of nb (note that Q should be non-negative).169

Q(·) captures the direct negative impacts of the mixed passenger-parcel flow on passen-170

ger demand, where Q′ = dQ/dnb < 0. We also assume that Q(·) is concave in nb, i.e.,171

Q′′ = d2Q/dn2
b ≤ 0. Transporting passengers also brings social benefit, which is set as172

w for each passenger served (AU$/passenger).3 The metro company also has a MILS-173

related operating cost K(nb) and other operating costs gM. The MILS-related operating174

cost increases with the number of parcels transported by MILS where K ′ = dK/dnb > 0175

and K ′′ = d2K/dnb
2 > 0. Other operating cost of the metro system, gM, is assumed to176

be constant regardless of whether there is MILS in place (e.g., equipment and station177

maintenance).178

The profit of the logistics company can be expressed as:179

πL = pN −mnb − Ct(nb)− Ca(N − nb)− gL (2)

which depends on the modal-split for parcel transportation. On the right-hand side180

of Eq. (2), the first term pN is the total fare collected from customers (for the par-181

cel service), where p (AU$/unit) is the price per parcel unit and N is total num-182

ber of parcels. p and N are taken as constants and this study focuses on nb as the183

decision variable.4 The logistics company’s expenditure on parcel transportation in-184

3The term wQ(nb) also can be regarded as the total subsidy from the transportation authority or
the government, where w is the subsidy received by serving one passenger trip.

4This study focuses on the strategic interactions between the metro company and the logistics
company under different market power regimes, but does not consider MILS system’s potential posi-
tive/negative impacts on the parcel demand from customers. A further study may consider how MILS
may further affect the parcel service quality for customers and thus incorporate the parcel demand
endogenously in the modeling framework.
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cludes the connection trip cost (between service points and metro stations), i.e., Ct(nb),185

and the conventional road transportation cost, i.e., Ca(N − nb). In particular, C ′t =186

dCt (nb) /dnb > 0, and C ′′t = d2Ct (nb) /dn
2
b > 0. Similarly, C ′a = dCa/d (N − nb) > 0187

and C ′′a = d2Ca/d (N − nb)2 > 0. Besides, the logistics company has to experience other188

fixed operating cost gL.189

2.2. Pareto-improving MILS190

While MILS is technologically viable, it does not necessarily mean that the metro191

company and the logistics company are financially incentivized to participate in such192

an integrated system. This subsection derives the conditions that both metro company193

and logistics company are better off or at least not worse off after introducing MILS,194

i.e., a Pareto-improving situation.195

Prior to the introduction of MILS, the net benefit of the metro company is z̃M =196

(τ + w)Q(0) − gM, where (τ + w)Q(0) is the sum of social benefit and total fare from197

serving passengers, Q(0) is the passenger demand without MILS, and gM is the metro198

operating cost. These terms are comparable to those in Eq. (1). The logistics company’s199

profit is π̃L = pN − Ca(N) − gL, where p, N and gL are identical to those in Eq. (2).200

All parcels are transported through conventional road transportation (e.g., truck) and201

the cost is Ca (N). The payoff pair (π̃M, π̃L) is taken as the status quo point without202

MILS.203

The conditions to ensure that both companies are better off or at least not worse204

off after introducing MILS are:205

zM ≥ z̃M, i.e., mnb + (τ + w)Q(nb)− gM −K(nb) ≥ (τ + w)Q(0)− gM
πL ≥ π̃L, i.e., pN −mnb − Ct (nb)− Ca(N − nb)− gL ≥ pN − Ca(N)− gL

(3)

Multiple combinations of nb and m may satisfy the above two conditions. From Eq. (3),206

we can further derive the following (nb 6= 0):207

m ≥ mcritM(nb) =
(τ + w) [Q(0)−Q(nb)] +K (nb)

nb
(4)

208

m ≤ mcritL(nb) =
Ca (N)− Ct (nb)− Ca (N − nb)

nb
(5)

where m = mcritM(nb) and m = mcritL(nb) are the two critical unit prices where the209

metro company’s net benefit and the logistics company’s profit (later on might be210

referred to as payoffs of the two companies) remain the same before and after the211

introduction of MILS, respectively.212

To ensure that Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) can simultaneously hold for at least one pair of213

nb and m, i.e., we can find a pair of nb and m such that both companies are better off214

or at least not worse off, the following condition should hold for at least one given value215
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of nb (> 0),216

mcritL(nb) ≥ mcritM(nb)⇔ Ca (N) ≥ F (nb) (6)

where217

F (nb) = (τ + w) [Q(0)−Q(nb)] +K (nb) + Ct (nb) + Ca (N − nb) (7)

Remark 1. Eqs. (6) and (7) indicate that if the sum of the social benefit loss (due218

to a decrease in passenger demand) and the total cost of freight transportation jointly219

shared by two companies (i.e., F (nb)) is not more than the total road transportation cost220

solely covered by the logistics company before the introduction of MILS (i.e., Ca(N)),221

the MILS service can be Pareto-improving for the two companies, i.e., we can find a222

pair of (m,nb) where the two companies will be better off or at least not worse off after223

MILS is introduced.224

3. Non-cooperative and cooperative games in MILS225

This section considers non-cooperative and cooperative market structures for the226

metro company and the logistics company in the context of MILS, which can potentially227

yield Pareto-improving outcomes as those discussed in Section 2.2. In particular, we228

derive and analyze the optimal strategies taken by both companies in the context of229

the non-cooperative static game (Nash game), the Stackelberg leadership model, and230

the Nash arbitration scheme (or Nash bargaining model, Nash 1950a).231

3.1. The non-cooperative static game or Nash equilibrium232

We first consider a non-cooperative market where the two companies choose strate-233

gies simultaneously, i.e., the non-cooperative static game or Nash equilibrium (NE) in234

Nash (1950b).235

In the non-cooperative static game, the metro company decides the unit price m for236

carrying parcels on metro in order to maximize its net benefit, i.e.,237

max zM(m) = mnb + (τ + w)Q(nb)−K(nb)− gM (8)

subject to238

0 ≤ m ≤ m̃ (9)

where m̃ is a price bound (e.g., subject to local policies or government regulations). The239

logistics company decides the modal-split strategy for parcel transportation in order to240

maximize its profit, i.e.,241

maxπL (nb) = pN −mnb − Ct (nb)− Ca (N − nb)− gL (10)
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subject to242

0 ≤ nb ≤ min{vb, N} (11)

where vb is the available capacity for parcels in the metro system over the MILS op-243

eration duration. Consider an interior solution nNE
b < min{vb, N}, we can derive the244

optimality condition for the above non-cooperative static game as follows:245

mNE = m̃ (12a)

246

nNE
b : C ′a −m− C ′t = 0 (12b)

As can be seen from Eq. (12), at NE the metro company sets its price m to the allowed247

maximum (or upper bound), while logistics company has to balance the marginal saving248

and cost when deciding nb. In particular, if there is a marginal increase in the number249

of parcels assigned to MILS, the marginal expenditure saving on conventional road250

transportation (i.e., C ′a) offsets the marginal expenditure increment on MILS services251

(the sum of MILS service fare and connection trip cost, i.e., m+ C ′t).252

Proposition 1. There exists a unique Nash equilibrium (NE) solution under the non-253

cooperative static game for the metro company and the logistics company.254

Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A.1.255

Based on the optimality conditions presented in Eq. (12), the effect of a marginal256

change in the bound m̃ on the optimal strategies of both companies under NE can be257

derived, i.e.,258

dmNE

dm̃
= 1 > 0;

dnNE
b

dm̃
= − 1

C ′′t + C ′′a
< 0 (13)

Eq. (13) indicates that the optimal number of parcels transported by MILS decreases259

with the pricing bound.260

By applying the point elasticity, we can rewrite Eq. (12) as follows261

mNE = m̃

σCa
na

Ca
(N − nb)

−m− σCt
nb

Ct
nb

= 0
(14)

where σyx is the point elasticity of y with respect to x, i.e., σyx = ∂y
∂x

x
y
. One can then262
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solve that263

mNE = m̃

nNE
b =

δ

2m̃

zNE
M =

1

2
δ + (τ + w)Q−K − gM

πNE
L = −1

2
δ + pN − gL − Ct − Ca

with δ = m̃N − σCa
na
Ca − σCt

nb
Ct +

√(
σCa
na
Ca + σCt

nb
Ct − m̃N

)2
+ 4m̃σCt

nb
CtN > 0

(15)

By comparing zNE
M and πNE

L for NE with z̃M and π̃L for the status quo, we have264

zNE
M − z̃M =

1

2
δ + (τ + w)[Q−Q(0)]−K (16a)

265

πNE
L − π̃L = Ca(N)− 1

2
δ − Ct − Ca (16b)

From Eq. (15) and Eq. (16), one can verify that a small price bound m̃ can yield a266

small δ. It follows that the logistics company is more likely to have additional profit267

after introducing MILS. Note that Ca(N)−Ct−Ca > 0 is expected, which means that268

MILS will bring savings on the total road transportation cost (for transporting parcels)269

since less ground transportation efforts are needed; otherwise, the logistics company will270

never be incentivized to use MILS. Under a small m̃, when compared to the status quo,271

while the logistics company is more likely to benefit from MILS, the metro company is272

less likely to benefit from MILS. We will numerically examine different pricing bounds273

in Section 4.274

3.2. The non-cooperative Stackelberg model275

This section considers two cases for the Stackelberg leadership model (Von Stack-276

elberg, 1934), i.e., the metro company leads (Metro-company-Stackelberg model) and277

the logistics company leads (Logistics-company-Stackelberg model).278

3.2.1. Logistics-company-Stackelberg model279

In the Logistics-company-Stackelberg model, the logistics company is the leader and280

the metro company is the follower. In the context of MILS, a part of the parcel trans-281

portation is outsourced to the metro company. The metro company can be regarded as282

a ‘second-party logistics provider’ (2LP), and is responsible for the parcel transporta-283

tion between metro stations. The logistics company is similar to a ‘manufacturer’ in284

the traditional supply chain analysis who outsources the parcel transportation. The285
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‘manufacturer-like’ logistics company might have greater market power than the ‘2LP-286

like’ metro company, which might occur when a large logistics company dominates the287

local market (e.g., SF Express and DHL) who partially outsources its parcel or freight288

transportation to the metro company.289

The backward induction can be used to obtain the Logistics-company-Stackelberg290

equilibrium (LSE). In particular, the metro company (follower) solves the following op-291

timization problem under any given parcel modal-split strategy of the logistics company292

(i.e., given nb ∈ [0, N ]):293

max zM(m|nb) = mnb + (τ + w)Q(τ, nb)−K(nb)− gM (17)

subject to 0 ≤ m ≤ m̃. The logistics company (leader) solves the following optimization294

problem with full information of the pricing set by the metro operator (i.e., m∗, the295

metro company’s best response is known to the logistics company):296

maxπL (nb|m∗) = pN −m∗nb − Ct (nb)− Ca (N − nb)− gL (18)

subject to 0 ≤ nb ≤ N .297

We then can derive the following regarding the solution to the Logistics-company-298

Stackelberg model (i.e., LSE):299

m∗(nb) = m̃ (19)

300

nLSE
b : C ′a −m∗ − C ′t = 0 (20)

where m∗(nb) is the best response function of the metro company given the logistics301

company’s parcel modal-split strategy nb ∈ [0, N ], and an interior solution for nLSE
b is302

assumed. Eq. (19) says that the metro company’s (follower’s) best response is always303

setting the unit price of MILS service to the allowed maximum (upper bound) regard-304

less of the logistics company’s modal-split strategy for parcel transportation. This is305

identical to the solution in Eq. (12a) for the NE. Eq. (20) states that at the optimum,306

if there is a marginal increase in the number of parcels assigned to MILS, the marginal307

saving on the expenditure on the conventional road transportation (i.e., C ′a) offsets the308

marginal cost of using the MILS service (i.e., m∗ + C ′t). This is similar to the solution309

in Eq. (12b) for UE. However, it is noteworthy that the optimality condition for nLSE
b310

incorporates the metro company’s best response m∗ while the optimality condition for311

nNE
b only involves m. Such a difference indicates that unlike the non-cooperative static312

game, under the Stackelberg game, as a leader, the logistics company is able to utilize313

the information about the entire sequential game. However, since the optimal prices in314

Eq. (19) and Eq. (12a) are identical, the UE and LSE solutions are identical. It follows315

that properties and discussions of the UE solution also hold for the LSE solution, which316

are omitted (except the uniqueness result stated below).317

Proposition 2. There exists a unique solution (i.e., LSE) to the Logistics-company-318
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Stackelberg model.319

Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A.2.320

3.2.2. Metro-company-Stackelberg model321

In the Metro-company-Stackelberg model, the metro company is the leader and the322

logistics company is the follower. For instance, a locally-operated small intra-city parcel323

delivery company may have no market power when compared to the metro company,324

while the monopolistic metro company of the whole city dominates the market.325

Similarly, we can examine the Metro-company-Stackelberg equilibrium (MSE) via326

backward induction. In particular, given the metro company’s MILS pricing scheme327

m ∈ [0, m̃], the logistics company (follower) solves the following problem:328

maxπL (nb|m) = pN −mnb − Ct (nb)− Ca (N − nb)− gL, (21)

subject to 0 ≤ nb ≤ min{vb, N}. The metro company as the leader is able to incorporate329

the modal-split strategy of the logistics company and maximizes its net benefit, i.e., it330

solves:331

max zM(m|n∗b(m)) = mn∗b(m) + (τ + w)Q(n∗b(m))−K(n∗b(m))− gM, (22)

subject to 0 ≤ m ≤ m̃, where n∗b(m) is the best response function of the logistics332

company given the leader’s (metro company’s) strategy m ∈ [0, m̃].333

Considering an interior solution for both nb and m, we can derive:334

C ′a −m− C ′t = 0. (23)

335

nb +
dn∗b
dm

[(τ + w)Q′ −K ′] +m
dn∗b
dm

= 0. (24)

By comparing Eqs. (12b) and (23), it can be seen that the first-order condition for336

nb in the Metro-company-Stackelberg model is identical to that in the non-cooperative337

static game model. This is because, under the Metro-company-Stackelberg game, as338

the follower, the logistics company is unable to predict leader’s strategic move since339

information is not available. Eq. (24) indicates that at the interior optimum, the sum340

of the marginal profit from MILS services (due to an increased MILS price) and the341

marginal net benefit gain (due to an increase in passenger volume) together offset the342

profit loss caused by fewer parcels transported by MILS; and such a reduced number of343

parcels reflects the logistics company’s response to an increased MILS price (as will be344

further discussed by Eq. (25)). Being a leader, the metro company takes into account345

the full information of this sequential game (note that if the pricing bound m̃ is too346

small, a corner solution may occur wheremMSE = m̃, then MSE solution will be identical347

to those at NE and LSE).348
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Based on Eq. (23), by applying the implicit function theorem, we can further derive349

the following:350

dn∗b
dm

= − 1

C ′′a + C ′′t
< 0. (25)

Eq. (25) means that the optimal number of parcels transported by MILS decreases351

with respect to the MILS service price set by the leader, i.e., the best response function352

nMSE
b = n∗b(m) is decreasing with respect to m.353

By combining Eq. (24) and Eq. (25), we can further derive the optimal MILS price354

mMSE as follows:355

mMSE = [K ′ − (τ + w)Q′] + n∗b (C ′′a + C ′′t ) (26)

Since C ′′a + C ′′t > 0 and n∗b > 0, we have mMSE > K ′ − (τ + w)Q′, or equivalently,356

mMSE + (τ + w)Q′ > K ′. This means that, at MSE, for the metro company the357

marginal revenue from a marginal increase in nb is greater than the marginal operating358

cost.359

Moreover, since mMSE > K ′ − (τ + w)Q′, based on Eq. (24), we can derive that360

σnb
m < −1, where σnb

m = ∂nb

∂m
m
nb

, i.e., the elasticity of nb with respect to m. This indicates361

that at the interior MSE solution, the system is operating at the elastic portion of the362

price-demand curve (MILS service demand).363

Proposition 3. There exists a unique solution (i.e., MSE) to the Metro-company-364

Stackelberg model.365

Proof. The proof is similar to that for Proposition 2, which is omitted.366

Similarly, we can rewrite Eq. (23) and Eq. (24) with relevant point elasticities, and367

further derive that368

mMSE = θ ·
θ + σCt

nb
Ct + σCa

na
Ca

N
(
θ + σCt

nb
Ct
)

nMSE
b = N ·

θ + σCt
nb
Ct

θ + σCt
nb
Ct + σCa

na
Ca

zMSE
M =

(
1− σnb

m

σnb
m + 1

σQnb

)
(τ + w)Q−

(
1− σnb

m

σnb
m + 1

σKnb

)
K − gM

πMSE
L = −θ + pN − gL − Ct − Ca

with θ =
σnb
m

σnb
m + 1

[
σKnb

K − (τ + w)σQnb
Q
]
> 0

(27)

where σyx is the point elasticity of y with respect to x, i.e., σyx = ∂y
∂x

x
y
.369

Eq. (27) further verifies that at the Stackelberg equilibrium, the metro company fully370

utilizes the information about the logistics company’s on-road parcel transportation371
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cost (Ct and Ca) and its best response function when setting the optimal MILS price.372

The leadership with full information also enables the metro company to set an optimal373

MILS price such that the operating cost K arising from providing MILS might be fully374

covered by the total parcel transportation fare collected from the logistics company.375

We now compare zMSE
M and πMSE

L for MSE with z̃M and π̃L for the status quo, where376

we have377

zMSE
M − z̃M =

(
1− σnb

m

σnb
m + 1

σQnb

)
(τ + w)Q−

(
1− σnb

m

σnb
m + 1

σKnb

)
K − (τ + w)Q(0)

(28a)

378

πMSE
L − π̃L = Ca(N)− σnb

m

σnb
m + 1

[
σKnb

K − (τ + w)σQnb
Q
]
− Ct − Ca (28b)

As can be seen from Eq. (28a), since σnb
m < −1 (as discussed in the above), when379

σQnb
< −σ

nb
m +1

σ
nb
m

[
Q(0)

Q(nMSE
b )
− 1
]

(< 0) and σKnb
> σ

nb
m +1

σ
nb
m

(> 0), the metro company will380

benefit from introducing MILS (i.e., zMSE
M − z̃M > 0 will occur). Given that σnb

m < −1,381

one can further verify if σQnb
≤ −

[
Q(0)

Q(nMSE
b )
− 1
]

(< 0) and σKnb
≥ 1, MILS will bring the382

metro company additional benefit, i.e., zMSE
M − z̃M > 0.383

Eq. (28b) indicates whether the logistics company will gain additional profit after384

introducing MILS (under MSE) are affected by how the metro company’s MILS op-385

erating cost and the passenger demand vary against the number of parcels assigned386

to MILS (i.e., σKnb
and σQnb

), and the logistics company’s response to the MILS price387

(i.e., σnb
m ). Again, Ca(N) − Ct − Ca > 0 since less ground transportation efforts are388

needed after introducing and utilizing the MILS. It can be verified that under a smaller389

σKnb
(carrying parcels is less costly), a larger σQnb

(carrying parcels has less negative390

impact on passenger demand), a smaller σnb
m (the optimal MILS parcel volume nb is391

more sensitive to the optimal price m), the logistics company is more likely to benefit392

from introducing MILS (under the MSE). Also note that, when compared to NE (or393

LSE, refer to Eq. (16)), an interior optimal mMSE means more flexibility for the metro394

company to benefit from introducing MILS.395

3.3. Cooperative games in MILS396

This section investigates how well the metro company and the logistics company can397

be positioned against the non-cooperative scenarios if they choose to cooperate based398

on the Nash arbitration scheme (or Nash bargaining model) proposed by Nash (1950a).399

In particular, the Nash arbitrated solution (NAS) can be obtained by solving the400

following optimization problem:401

max
m,nb

U = (zM − z̃M) (πL − π̃L)

= {mnb + (τ + w) [Q(nb)−Q(0)]−K(nb)} · [Ca(N)−mnb − Ct(nb)− Ca(nb)]
(29)
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subject to402

0 ≤ m ≤ m̃

0 ≤ nb ≤ min{vb, N}
(30)

where (z̃M, π̃L) as the status quo before introducing MILS (refer to Section 2.2) is403

taken as the disagreement point in the Nash arbitration scheme. The disagreement404

point might be set as the Nash equilibrium, Metro- or Logistics-company-Stackelberg405

equilibrium, which will be examined in the numerical studies in Section 4.3.406

The problem in Eqs. (29)-(30) jointly optimizes the MILS pricing strategy m and407

modal-split strategy for parcel transportation nb, which reflects the cooperation between408

the metro company and the logistics company. We can derive the optimality conditions409

for an interior solution as follows:410

nNAS
b : C ′a − C ′t + (τ + w)Q′ −K ′ = 0 (31)

411

mNAS =
Ca(N)− Ct(nNAS

b )− Ca(N − nNAS
b ) + (τ + w)[Q(0)−Q(nNAS

b )] +K(nNAS
b )

2nNAS
b

=
mcritM(nNAS

b ) +mcritL(nNAS
b )

2
(32)

Eq. (31) indicates that at NAS, the marginal conventional road transportation cost412

has to offset the marginal MILS operating cost which is jointly shared by both metro413

company and logistics company (i.e., the sum of the connection trip cost, the MILS-414

related operating cost borne by the metro company and the total loss of net benefit415

due to the decrease in passenger demand) if there is a marginal increase in the number416

of parcels transported by MILS. At NAS, both companies’ payoff formulations are417

considered in the decision-making, which results in the presence of not only the marginal418

impact of MILS-related underground operating cost K ′ but also the marginal impact419

of passenger demand Q′ in the first-order condition with respect to nNAS
b .420

As can be seen from Eq. (32), the optimal MILS pricing strategy mNAS at NAS421

is a single-valued function of nNAS
b characterized by Eq. (31). One can see that the422

interior solution mNAS is exactly the average of the two critical unit prices at which423

the metro company’s and logistics company’s payoffs remain the same before and after424

the implementation of MILS if nNAS
b units of parcels are assigned to MILS, respectively,425

i.e., mcritM(nNAS
b ) and mcritL(nNAS

b ) (refer to Eqs. (4) and (5)). By comparing mNAS and426

the optimal pricing strategies under non-cooperative games, it can be seen that the427

pricing strategy at NAS yields a coordinated solution for both companies, leading to a428

Pareto optimal outcome (mNAS is between the two critical values, which is consistent429

with those conditions in Section 2.2 for a Pareto-improving MILS).430
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By applying the point elasticity in Eq. (31), one can further derive that431

nNAS
b = N ·

σCt
nb
Ct − σQnb

Q(τ + w) + σKnb
K

σCa
na
Ca + σCt

nb
Ct − σQnbQ(τ + w) + σKnb

K
(33)

432

N − nNAS
b = N ·

σCa
na
Ca

σCa
na
Ca + σCt

nb
Ct − σQnbQ(τ + w) + σKnb

K
(34)

Eq. (33) for NAS is different from those in NE, LSE and MSE, where here nNAS
b in-433

corporates the cost/demand functions in relation to both companies. This again high-434

lights the cooperation between the metro company and logistics company. Eq. (33)435

and Eq. (34) together also reflect the consistency and relationship between the optimal436

freight modal-split and the costs/benefits related to the two modes.437

438

Remark 2. By substituting the optimal strategy pair (mNAS, nNAS
b ), where mNAS

439

is given by Eq. (32), into both companies’ payoff functions, we have the following440

observation:441

zNAS
M − z̃M = πNAS

L − π̃L

=
1

2

{
Ca(N)− (τ + w)

[
Q(0)−Q(nNAS

b )
]
−K(nNAS

b )− Ct(nNAS
b )− Ca(N − nNAS

b )
}
(35)

where Eq. (35) indicates that the additional gains of both companies after introducing442

MILS are equal under the Nash arbitration scheme.443

4. Numerical studies444

This section presents numerical studies to illustrate the proposed model and anal-445

ysis. We firstly detail the numerical setting, and then illustrate and compare game446

outcomes under different market power regimes and pricing bounds. The Nash arbi-447

trated solutions with respect to different disagreement points are also analyzed.448

4.1. Numerical setting449

This subsection summarizes the numerical setting. Function specifications are given450

in Table 2 (which are assumed) and parameter values are presented in Table 3. The451

numerical studies are constructed in the context where the parcels are transported from452

a Sydney suburb, Hurstville, to Sydney central business district using the Sydney T4453

Train Line. Please refer to the notes in Table 3 for the sources of numerical setting.454

The metro passenger demand function that describes the direct interaction between455

passengers and parcels in the metro system, i.e., Q(nb) shown in Table 2, is derived456

according to the notion of supply-demand equilibrium, where the demand curve D(·)457
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and the supply curve describing the generalized cost of a metro passenger Cp(·) are458

written as:459

x = D(cp) = xm − e1cp (36)

460

cp = Cp(x) = τ + ρ

[
t0 +

1

2fm
+ t1

(
x

v − ϕnb

)]
(37)

where x is the metro passenger demand, xm is the potential passenger demand (con-461

stant), and cp is the generalized cost of the metro service. In particular, the demand462

function D(·) is linearly decreasing with cp. Regarding the generalized cost function,463

it consists of the metro fare τ and the non-monetary cost term ρ[t0 + t1(x/(v − ϕnb))],464

where ρ is the value of time (assuming passengers are homogeneous), t0 is the travel time465

between two metro stations, and 1/(2fm) is the average service waiting time. To charac-466

terize the negative impact of the presence of the parcels on the transit service (i.e., the467

direct interaction between passengers and parcels), we include the term t1(x/(v−ϕnb))468

that captures congestion delay due to boarding and alighting which is dependent on469

the passenger demand x and available capacity for passengers (i.e., v − ϕnb), where v470

is the total metro capacity and t1 is the coefficient of crowding. We assume that one471

passenger is equivalent to two parcel units, i.e., ϕ = 0.5. The term (v − ϕnb) captures472

the direct interaction between parcels and passengers (e.g., crowding effect), where a473

larger number of parcels will yield fewer passengers. Based on Eqs. (36) and (37), one474

can readily derive the metro passenger demand x̄(nb) = Q(nb) as a function of nb based475

on D−1(x) = Cp(x) (D−1 is the inverse demand function). Additionally, Q(nb) in Ta-476

ble 2 is strictly concave with nb, which is consistent with the setting of Q(nb) in the477

analytical model (refer to Section 2).478

Table 2
Function specifications

Function Specification

Metro passenger demand Q(nb) =

[
1

e1
xm − ρ

(
t0 +

1

2fm

)
− τ
](

ρt1
v − ϕnb

+
1

e1

)−1
MILS-related operating cost of the metro company K(nb) = k2n

2
b + k1nb + k0

Connection trip cost Ct(nb) = y2ln
2
b +

(
h1l + h2

l

sa

)
nb
va

Conventional transportation cost Ca(N − nb) = y1d(N − nb)2 +

(
h1d+ h2

d

sa

)
N − nb
va

4.2. Comparison for different market equilibrium points479

We start from analyzing the game outcomes under a small pricing bound m̃ =480

0.5 AU$/unit and a large pricing bound m̃ = 1.0 AU$/unit. Table 4 shows the non-481

cooperative and cooperative game outcomes with respect to the two bounds. Note that482

the solution to the cooperative game (i.e., the Nash arbitrated solution, NAS) shown in483

Table 4 is computed based on the status quo point (without MILS) in order to illustrate484
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Table 3
Summary of numerical settings

Variable Description Value
d Distance between origin and destination service points 20 km
e1 Coefficient in the metro company’s passenger demand function 2
fm Service frequency [i] 4 services/h
gL Fixed operating cost of the logistics company 5× 103AU$/day
gM Fixed operating cost of the metro company 2.5× 104AU$/day
h1 Distance-based operating cost (fuels and maintenance) [ii] 0.6 AU$/km
h2 Driver’s hourly wage [iii] 30 AU$/h
k0 Sink cost for MILS operation 40 AU$/day
k1 Operating cost per each parcel unit 0.1 AU$·unit−1 · day−1

k2 Coefficient in MILS operating cost 10−5 AU$·unit−2 · day−1

l Total connection trip length 3 km
N Total daily parcel demand 20000 parcel units/day
p Price per parcel unit 5 AU$/parcel unit
ϕ Passenger-parcel unit converting coefficient (homogeneous) 0.5 passenger/parcel unit
ρ Metro user’s value of time (homogeneous for all transit users) [iv] 24.8 AU$/h
sa Average speed of truck 50 km/h
t0 Free flow travel time between two metro stations [i] 0.375 h
t1 Coefficient of crowding 0.1 h
Tm MILS operating duration [v] 5 h
τ Metro fare [vi] 3.2 AU$/passenger
va Capacity of a truck 30 parcel units/truck
vb Capacity of MILS 36000 parcel units
vm Total metro capacity of each service [vii] 900 passengers/service
v Total metro capacity over the entire MILS operating duration 18000 passengers
w Social benefit for transporting one passenger 0.1 AU$/passenger
xm Potential metro passenger demand [i] 6000 passengers
y1 Coefficient in conventional road transportation trip costs 1× 10−6 AU$·unit−2 · km−1

y2 Coefficient in connection trip costs 6× 10−6 AU$·unit−2 · km−1

Notes: [i] The specifications regarding Sydney T4 transit services is based on smart transit card data and General
Transit Feed Specification data (https://opendata.transport.nsw.gov.au/dataset/timetables-complete-gtfs). [ii]
The distance-based operating cost for a is extracted from the Transport for NSW Technical Note on Calculating
Road Vehicle Operating Costs (https://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/news-and-events/reports-and-publications/
transport-for-nsw-technical-note-on-calculating-road). [iii] The driver’s hourly wage is estimated by https:

//au.indeed.com/career/driver/salaries. [iv] The transit users’ value of time is extracted from the Economic
Parameter Values report published by Transport for NSW (https://opendata.transport.nsw.gov.au/dataset/
timetables-complete-gtfs). [v] The MILS operation duration is set based on the length of the Sydney off-peak
hour (10am - 3pm). [vi] The metro (transit) fare is calculated based on the adult fares from Hurstiville station
to Central station (https://transportnsw.info/tickets-opal/opal/fares-payments/adult-fares). [vii] The ca-
pacity of metro service is based on the seating specification of Waratah trains serving the Sydney T4 line (https:
//www.railway-technology.com).

the benchmark bargaining scenario (labelled as ‘NAS-SQ’). Besides, as discussed in485

Section 3.2.1, the Logistics-company-Stackelberg equilibrium (LSE) coincides with the486

Nash equilibrium (NE).487

We now summarize the main observations from Table 4. (i) When we have a small488

price bound (m̃ = 0.5 AU$/unit), different non-cooperative games yield the identical489

outcome (and the optimal price equals the bound). A small bound encourages the490

logistics company to utilize MILS services more (i.e., n∗b is larger), and yield a larger491

total system revenue (zM + πL). (ii) When metro company leads (i.e., MSE) and the492
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bound is large (here m̃ = 1.0 AU$/unit), we have an interior optimal m. This is493

consistent with the discussion in Section 3.2.2, where the leader is able to incorporate494

the logistics company’s best response. A larger bound means more flexibility for metro495

company, and thus its net benefit is larger. (iii) When the bound is large, the Nash496

arbitrated solution follows that defined by Eqs. (31) and (32). When the value of m̃497

is small, the corner solution occurs, i.e., mNAS = 0.5 AU$/unit. (iv) The total system498

payoff, i.e., the sum of the metro company’s benefit and the logistics company’s profit499

(zM + πL), can be further increased if both companies choose to cooperate. (v) The500

Pareto-improving MILS is achieved under all market power regimes. This highlights the501

potential of co-modality to generate Pareto-improving outcomes for the two companies.502

Table 4
Game outcomes with respect to a large and a small pricing bound

Models NE/LSE MSE NAS-SQ SQ
Bound size m̃ = 0.5 m̃ = 1.0 m̃ = 0.5 m̃ = 1.0 m̃ = 0.5 m̃ = 1.0 -
m 0.500 1.000 0.500 0.870 0.500 0.590 -
nb 12894.737 6315.789 12894.737 8021.806 15044.152 14370.653 -
zM -1856.261 -64.222 -1856.261 186.105 -1597.884 -370.813 -5308.386
πL 77318.421 72515.789 77318.421 73445.276 77142.862 75937.573 71000.000
zM + πL 75462.160 72451.568 75462.160 73631.381 75544.978 75566.759 65651.614

4.3. Nash bargaining under different disagreement points503

We now compare the Nash arbitrated solutions with respect to different disagree-504

ment points. Table 5 shows the results of various Nash bargaining solutions under a505

small and a large bound. We label the bargaining case where the disagreement point is506

set at the status quo (SQ), the Nash equilibrium (NE) and Metro-company-Stackelberg507

equilibrium (MSE) as ‘NAS-SQ’, ‘NAS-NE’ and ‘NAS-MSE’, respectively. Again, since508

NE coincides with Logistics-company-Stackelberg equilibrium (LSE) given any pricing509

bound m̃ > 0, the corresponding Nash arbitrated solutions with NE or LSE as disagree-510

ment points are also identical; thus, the results are reported together (refer to ‘NAS-511

NE/LSE’). It is noteworthy that the Nash arbitrated solution and the corresponding512

disagreement point are both subject to the same pricing bound in concern.513

Table 5
Nash arbitrated solutions with respect to different disagreement points

Models NAS-SQ NAS-NE/LSE NAS-MSE SQ
Price Bound m̃ = 0.5 m̃ = 1.0 m̃ = 0.5 m̃ = 1.0 m̃ = 0.5 m̃ = 1.0 -
m 0.500 0.590 0.491 0.720 0.491 0.696 -
nb 15044.152 14370.653 14370.653 14370.653 14370.653 14370.653 -
zM -1597.884 -370.813 -1803.961 1493.374 -1803.961 1153.794 -5308.386
πL 77142.862 75937.573 77370.721 74073.385 77370.721 74412.965 71000.000
zM + πL 75544.978 75566.759 75566.759 75566.759 75566.759 75566.759 65651.614

We summarize the main observations from Table 5 as follows. (i) The Pareto-514

improving MILS is realized regardless of which disagreement point is chosen. (ii) With515
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a large pricing bound, setting the disagreement point at NE or LSE allows the metro516

company to obtain the highest net benefit among all cases. Whereas, with a small517

pricing bound, setting the disagreement point at NE, LSE or MSE enables the logistics518

company to obtain the highest profit among all cases. (iii) Given a small pricing bound,519

setting the disagreement point at the status quo is more favorable to the metro company520

than it is to the logistics company.521

4.4. Summary522

This subsection summarizes the game outcomes under different market power regimes523

and/or disagreement points (for the Nash arbitration scheme) in Table 4 and Table 5,524

and visualizes them in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 plots the game outcomes on the two-dimensional525

space of (zM, πL), where Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b correspond to the pricing bounds m̃ = 0.5526

and m̃ = 1.0 AU$/unit, respectively. In Fig. 2, we also mark the status quo point,527

and draw a dash-dotted black line, where points along this line indicate identical addi-528

tional gains of both companies after implementing MILS (when compared to the status529

quo). It is evident that the points located above the dashed black line implying that530

logistics company receives more revenue than metro company and vice versa; and the531

Pareto-improving region is the entire first quadrant divided by the axes whose origin is532

the status quo point (grey dashed lines). To ease the illustration, we only present the533

portions of Pareto frontiers adjacent to the status quo point.534

Fig. 2. Pareto frontier and different game outcomes

We highlight a few observations from Table 4, Table 5 and Fig. 2. (i) Different game535

outcomes under the small pricing bounds m̃ are identical or very close (even for the536

NAS) since the flexibility of the whole system is very small when the MILS service price537
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is over-regulated (and corner solutions occur). (ii) When the pricing bound is relatively538

large, in non-cooperative market cases, the profit or benefit of the company who leads539

is always larger than that when the company in concern is the follower. (iii) When the540

pricing bound is relatively large, the NAS-SQ lies at the dashed grey line, indicating541

identical additional gains of both companies after implementing MILS (when compared542

to the status quo). This is consist with the theoretical analysis for the NAS. When543

the pricing bound is relatively small, while NAS-SQ (a corner solution) does not lie in544

the dashed grey line, it is still closer to the dashed grey line when compared to other545

game outcomes. (iv) MILS will be more utilized to transport parcels if both companies546

choose to cooperate.547

5. Conclusions548

This paper provides an economic analysis of the emerging metro-integrated logistics549

system (MILS) under different market power regimes. The non-cooperative and coop-550

erative game theoretical models are utilized to analytically characterize the strategical551

interactions between a metro company and a logistics company. The direct and indirect552

impacts of mixed passenger and parcel flows on passenger flow and freight flow patterns553

are also incorporated into the analysis.554

In the non-cooperative market where both companies maximize their own payoffs,555

we find that, the metro company either sets the price at the allowed maximum or at an556

interior optimum. The game outcomes under a large pricing bound are more favorable557

to the metro company, as it has more pricing flexibility. Regarding the cooperative558

market where both companies work jointly to maximize the joint gains, we consider559

the Nash arbitration scheme (or Nash bargaining model) and compare different Nash560

arbitrated solutions under various disagreement points (i.e., status quo without MILS561

and Nash equilibrium). Essentially, when the pricing bound is sufficiently large and an562

interior Nash arbitrated optimal price exists, the additional benefit or profit of metro563

company and logistics company from introducing MILS (compared to the corresponding564

disagreement point) are equal. When a small pricing bound is applied, setting the565

disagreement point at the status quo would generate the most favorable outcome for566

the metro company; whereas, the logistics company could obtain a higher profit if the567

disagreement point is set as the Nash equilibrium (or Logistics-company Stackelberg568

equilibrium).569

This study is the first in the literature to analytically examine the strategic interac-570

tions between the metro and logistics operators in MILS and illustrates the potential of571

MILS to yield a Pareto-improving outcome. As a first step, the model formulation and572

analysis presented in this paper mainly focused on the MILS pricing and modal-split573

strategies. Other factors or decisions that might affect the feasibility, efficiency and574

reliability of MILS are not fully examined. For instance, demand and/or supply hetero-575

geneity and uncertainties, service coordination or synchronization, temporary storage576

and management of transfer facilities for parcels are not studied. This study can be fur-577

ther extended by incorporating these additional dimensions that more comprehensively578
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capture features of MILS operation in practice, especially when we study tactical level579

planning problems and operational level optimization problems. In particular, one may580

examine the hyperconnected city logistics system, i.e., a complicated urban co-modal581

system with more than one modes of public transportation utilized to facilitate the582

parcel transportation or delivery (Crainic & Montreuil, 2016).583

This paper considers that the total parcel demand is given (the passenger demand584

may vary depending on the parcel volume on the metro). This allows us to focus on the585

interactions between parcel modal-split and the pricing. The underlying assumption586

is that the MILS mode and the truck mode provide similar service quality. It is of587

our interest to incorporate endogenous passenger and parcel demands and endogenous588

levels of service for both the passengers and parcels. The major challenge is that589

the endogenous interaction between the demand and service quality further limits the590

analytical tractability of the models and more numerical analysis will be needed.591

This study utilizes an abstract network with a single origin-destination (OD) pair,592

and only considers the parcel transportation between different service points (without593

considering first-mile and last-mile problems in the context of MILS). A future study594

may develop a service planning model that incorporates multiple OD pairs with multiple595

metro lines, and/or multiple logistics service providers, and/or the first-mile and last-596

mile problems.597

598
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Appendix A605

A.1. Proof for Proposition 1. To prove the existence of the NE solution, we apply606

the theorem proposed by Debreu (1952), which states that there exists at least one NE607

solution in the game if (i) the strategy space for each player is compact and convex, and608

(ii) the payoff function is continuous and quasi-concave with respect to each player’s609

own strategy. Considering the MILS non-cooperative game presented in Eqs. (8)-(11),610

it can be readily seen that the strategy space Ω = SM × SL is compact and convex as611

the set SM = {m : 0 ≤ m ≤ m̃} and SL = {nb : 0 ≤ m ≤ N} are both convex and612

compact, so is their Cartesian product Ω. Next, one can verify that metro company’s613

and logistics company’s payoff functions (Eqs. (8) and (10)) are concave (implies the614

quasi-concavity) because ∂2zM/∂m
2 = 0 and ∂2πL/∂n

2
b < 0. This completes the proof615

for the existence of the NE solution.616

We now prove the uniqueness of the NE solution. As shown above, the strategy617

space Ω is compact and convex, and the zM(m) and πL(nb) are convex in m and nb, re-618

spectively. Then, the problem in Eq. (8)-Eq. (11) can be reformulated into a variational619
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inequality (VI) problem denoted as VI(Ω,F) and every solution of the the variational620

inequality VI(Ω,F) is a solution to the Nash equilibrium problem in Eq. (8)-Eq. (11),621

where622

F(m,nb) =

(
OmzM
Onb

πL

)
(38)

To demonstrate the uniqueness of the NE solution, it is equivalent to show that F(m,nb)623

is strictly monotone on Ω, i.e., the Jacobian matrix of F, JF, is negative definite.624

Suppose that JF is negative definite, it has to fulfill the following condition: vTJFv < 0625

for all non-zero complex column vectors v ∈ C2. Let v = ( ab ), where both a and b are626

complex numbers. Then,627

vTJFv =
[
a b

] [0 −1
1 −C ′′t − C ′′a

] [
a
b

]
= −b2(C ′′t + C ′′a ) < 0 for all nb ∈ [0, N ]

Thus, F(m,nb) is strictly monotone on Ω as JF is negative definite, and the NE solution628

is unique. This completes the proof.629

A.2. Proof for Proposition 2. Eq. (19) indicates that when the pricing bound is630

adopted, the metro company’s optimal price is m∗(nb) = m̃. Since the metro company’s631

best response function m∗(nb) = m̃ is single-valued (i.e., the best response set is a632

singleton), it can be directly substituted into the leader’s (logistics company’s) objective633

function.634

To prove the existence and the uniqueness of the Stackelberg equilibrium, we demon-635

strate the concavity of logistics company’s profit function πL(nb|m∗) as shown in Eq. (18).636

The first order derivative of the logistics company’s profit function is:637

dπL
dnb

= −m̃− C ′t + C ′a

The second derivative is:638

d2πL
dn2

b

=
d

dnb
(−m̃− C ′t + C ′a) = −m̃− (C ′′t + C ′′a ) < 0

Thus, πL(nb|m̃) is a strictly concave function. This means that the Logistics-company-639

Stackelberg model has a unique solution (i.e., a unique Stackelberg equilibrium).640
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